
Ariel Walter Condorpocco Blas
FULL STACK DEVELOPER

PROFILE
I'm a full stack developer who has
always been interested in solving
problems and since I discovered
programming, I have all the tools to
achieve my goals. After high school I
met Plataforma 5 Coding Bootcamp.
Today I'm still in the tech industry to
learn and perfect my hard and soft
skills.

EXPERIENCE

Kasimu
 JUNIOR DEVELOPER |  01/21 - 03/22  |  MADRID - SPAIN

Buenos Aires - Argentina arielwalconblas@gmail.com +54 11-5019-9099

/ArielBlas /ArielBlas

Kasimu background music for business, background music and music
videos for supermarkets, stores, restaurants, hotels and venues.

I developed a mobile app with React Native to play the songs and ads of
businesses.

EDUCATION

Plataforma 5 - Coding Bootcamp
FULL STACK DEVELOPER  |  05/20 - 08/20  |  BUENOS AIRES - ARGENTINA

800 hours of technical training in Full Stack Developer where all activities are
focused on teamwork with Scrum methodology.

Colegio N ° 6 "Manuel Belgrano" D.E. 2
HIGH SCHOOL |  BUENOS AIRES - ARGENTINA

High School in Social Sciences and Humanities.

LANGUAGES

HTML, CSS, JS

Next.js, Gatsby.js

SKILLS

FRONTEND BACKEND

React, Redux

Node (Express)

JWT, Passport.js

Plataforma 5 - Coding Bootcamp 2
FULL STACK DEVELOPER  |  05/21 - 10/21  |  BUENOS AIRES - ARGENTINA

140 hours of technical training in DevOps where all activities are focused on
software development and operation.

Socket.io

Productive collaboration with my team to make decisions in the
development and implementation of the product.

Implementation of docker in the websites to solve the versioning
problem and to be able to deploy it in containers.

New deployment of the websites through AWS since the versions were
deprecated and I was able to upgrade to Amazon Linux 2.

arielblas.com

TDD

Katalon

TESTING

Jest, Mocha, Chai

PostgresSQL

SQLite

DATABASE

Mongo DB

AWS

CI/CD

DEVOPS

Docker

React Native

PWA

MOBILE

Expo

Native
SPANISH

Intermediate (B1)
ENGLISH

Integration and configuration of CI/CD with Gitlab to automate the
development and production process since it was done manually.

I developed the new web design with responsive design of 3 websites
which were web player, control panel and song manager using React and
Bulma for the UI, MobX to manage the global state and Storybook to
develop and document the components.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/arielblas/
https://github.com/arielblas
https://plataforma5.la/
https://plataforma5.la/
http://arielblas.com/

